Donald (donnie20_1@actdnet-29820.rdu.bellsouth.net) has joined the conversation.

Dathan (dportnoy@actdnet-24077.MLE2.splitrock.net) has joined the conversation.

Dathan says:
Hello there.

DJ (derekcastr@24.180.126.actdnet-51661) has joined the conversation.

Host Tiffany says:
Hi you.

Host Tiffany whispers to DJ:
The Vesuvius

DJ (derekcastr@24.180.126.actdnet-51661) has left the conversation.

Becca (becky27@actdnet-2581.ev1.net) has joined the conversation.

todd (todd@24.68.79.actdnet-27274) has joined the conversation.

Dathan says:
Hello Becca.

Becca says:
Hi Dathan.....

Host Tiffany says:
Todd! I need an update on your email address.

todd is now known as Todd.

Dathan says:
Are you a transfer or are you new to ACTD?

OPS_Brehgorn (metallives@actdnet-24187.ipt.aol.com) has joined the conversation.

Todd says:
alberttbooker@home.com

Becca says:
if slow..  i am on pain meds right now........   had foot surgery  last wedensday...            i am a transfer. off of the Comanche :)

OPS_Brehgorn (metallives@actdnet-24187.ipt.aol.com) has left the conversation.

Host Tiffany says:
Okay! That should help a lot.

Becca is now known as CNS.

Host Tiffany says:
Thanks for the warning, Becca.

Dathan says:
Ah.  Ok.  I never had foot surgery but I did have a broken toe once.  Dropped a tympani on it...

Host Tiffany says:
Yikes!

CNS says:
your welcome....

Dathan says:
Todd, my new TO.  How goes it?

Xen (Xen@63.117.146.actdnet-53752) has joined the conversation.

Dathan is now known as CTO_Wakefield.

CTO_Wakefield says:
XEN!

CNS is now known as CNS_Becca.

CTO_Wakefield says:
Oh Captain my Captain!

Todd says:
ok

OPS_Brehgorn (metallives@actdnet-24187.ipt.aol.com) has joined the conversation.

CTO_Wakefield says:
Where did you say you transferred from again?

OPS_Brehgorn says:
me?

CNS_Becca says:
who?

Host Tiffany says:
OOC is #camelot

Todd says:
i was to be the EO but i see that to was open

Terry (terryg@actdnet-57547.tca.net) has joined the conversation.

CTO_Wakefield says:
Ah.

Todd is now known as TO_Booker.

CTO_Wakefield says:
Welcome aboard Breghorn.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
ty Wakefield

TO_Booker says:
the USS Claymore

CNS_Becca says:
i am off of the Comanche :)

CTO_Wakefield says:
Ah.  Nice ship, but it plays far too late for me.

CTO_Wakefield says:
<Claymore that is>

CNS_Becca says:
Comanche does to for me!

CTO_Wakefield says:
How long have you all been in ACTD?

TO_Booker says:
1 year

CNS_Becca says:
since March

CTO_Wakefield says:
Me too Todd,Cool.  I've been around for a year now too.

Xen (Xen@63.117.146.actdnet-53752) has left the conversation.

TO_Booker says:
cool

Lance_McGregor (RickalJare@actdnet-22720.ipt.aol.com) has joined the conversation.

TO_Booker says:
what ship where you on

Lance_McGregor is now known as CEO_McGregor.

CTO_Wakefield says:
I was on the V for about 5 months, then spent some time on the Gryphon, then took a leave of absence for a month last fall.

CEO_McGregor says:
Mr.Brehgorn how are you

Host Tiffany says:
You guys always make me chuckle just a little....

OPS_Brehgorn says:
Pretty good, how bout you McGregor?

CTO_Wakefield says:
Why's that?

Xen (TO_Booker@63.117.146.actdnet-53752) has joined the conversation.

CEO_McGregor says:
Good do you know who I am ?

OPS_Brehgorn says:
Are you the Triton guy?

CEO_McGregor says:
Jarek yes

Sam (Sam@172.145.61.actdnet-41846) has joined the conversation.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
good to serve with you again :)

CTO_Wakefield says:
SAM....

CEO_McGregor says:
Same here

CTO_Wakefield says:
Get my response to your res[ponse Sam?

CEO_McGregor says:
I finally made Lt.Cmndr

Xen is now known as CO-Royce.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
on Triton or here?

CEO_McGregor says:
Triton

Sam says:
yes, wake...bloodwine gives me an awful headache...

CEO_McGregor says:
Ens here

Host Tiffany says:
OOC is #camelot

OPS_Brehgorn says:
I finally made LjG

Sam says:
hello, crew!

CTO_Wakefield says:
WAZZUP!!!!!

OPS_Brehgorn says:
took me a while with all my breaks

CEO_McGregor says:
So I see Congrats

TO_Booker is now known as Todd.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
ty

Todd is now known as TO_Todd.

Sam is now known as XO_Kelson.

wildone (me@actdnet-2581.ev1.net) has joined the conversation.

Donald (donnie20_1@actdnet-29820.rdu.bellsouth.net) has left the conversation.

Host Tiffany says:
Last time on the Vesuvius:

Host Tiffany says:
The Vesuvius has gone in search of a missing Vulcan science vessel.

Host Tiffany says:
The crew found an interesting sight among the planets of the Eairpet system: a medieval culture populated entirely by Vulcans.

Host Tiffany says:
An away team appears to have found the missing scientists, but not in an environment they would have expected. The captain of the science vessel....has been made King.

Host Tiffany says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Trelan (Trelan@actdnet-29006.gnv.bellsouth.net) has joined the conversation.

CO-Royce says:
:: Looks to Gawine:  I need to get him to his chambers

Trelan is now known as CSO_Trelan.

TO_Todd says:
:: On a incomeing suttle Craft::

CTO_Wakefield says:
::standing near Xen, puts his tricorder away after recording log::

Tiffany is now known as Gawaine.

CEO_McGregor says:
:: Walks over towards the CO::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::exits shuttle craft and stares widely at the dociking bay of the Galaxy class starship::

CO-Royce says:
Gawaine:  can we get the king to his chambers?

XO_Kelson says:
::calmly sitting in the "big" chair on the bridge::

CEO_McGregor says:
CO: Captain ,Behind the throne I saw some Equipment not of the times

CNS_Becca says:
::sits in quarters getting ready  to see the XO

CO-Royce says:
#Gawaine:  can we get the king to his chambers?

CO-Royce says:
@

OPS_Brehgorn says:
CPO: Chief, may I have a functioning Comm Badge?

CSO_Trelan says:
@:: steps out of a ajoining room with a knight ::

Host Gawaine says:
::considers this:: Royce: Yes, you may accompany the King to his chambers.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
<CPO> Yes, sir ::gives Brehgorn a commbadge::

XO_Kelson says:
*CNS*Counselor...report to the bridge when you are settled in.

CO-Royce says:
:: moves to rights side of king ::

CO-Royce says:
<right>

TO_Todd says:
COMM Vulcan: this is the suttle craft powis i'm 3 mins out do i'm i clerd to load!

CNS_Becca says:
*XO*  : i will be right there Sir::

TO_Todd says:
<have>

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::heads to TL::

XO_Kelson says:
*CNS*Acknowledged

CO-Royce says:
:: gets under the King and begins to lift him ::

CEO_McGregor says:
@CO: The equipment appears to be scientific Ma'am

CTO_Wakefield says:
@CO:  Whoah Xen, let me do that.

Host Gawaine says:
::assists Royce in hefting the king::

CNS_Becca says:
::walks to the TL and  gets in.     and says bridge.   ::

CO-Royce says:
@:: moves to let Dathan in ::

CTO_Wakefield says:
@::takes Xen's place and works with Gawaine in lifting the king::

CSO_Trelan says:
@ :: walks toward the throne, noticing the CO and CTO trying to move the King ::

CNS_Becca says:
::walks on to the bridge and XO: how can i be a help?

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::exits bridge:: XO: LjG Hrothgar Brehgorn, reporting fr duty, sir.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
<exits=enters>

CEO_McGregor says:
:: Moves behind the throne to examine the equipment::

CEO_McGregor says:
@

TO_Todd says:
@:: suttle land in suttlebay2 ::

XO_Kelson says:
CNS: Welcome aboard, Counselor. ::smiles and offers hand::

CO-Royce says:
@Gawaine:  do you have a magician or doctor around?

XO_Kelson says:
OPS: Welcome to you too, Mr. Brehgorn.  ::offers hand to shake::

CNS_Becca says:
XO:Thank you Sir

TO_Todd says:
:: walks out and look at the suttle bay and it's door::

CSO_Trelan says:
@ CO: CaptaIN....

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::shakes XO's hand firmly:: CO: May I take my station, sir.

Host Gawaine says:
::shakes head:: Royce: I'm sorry, my lady, but we have been without mage or physician since the disappearance of Merlin.

CTO_Wakefield says:
@::gently places the king on his bed in his chambers::

CO-Royce says:
@:: nods head ::  CSO:  yes, Dru?

CSO_Trelan says:
:: hears Gawaine's comment, stops his thought ::

CTO_Wakefield says:
@::notices Dru come in::

CEO_McGregor says:
@Uses tricorder to check the last usage of the equipment ::

XO_Kelson says:
CNS::motions to counselor to sit down:: Have a seat, Counselor.::turns to OPS:: Yes...by all means.

Amadeus (Amadeus@actdnet-8673.nctc.com) has joined the conversation.

TO_Todd says:
::walk to the TL:: TL: bridge!

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::walks over to OPS station and monitors comm link with away team:: XO: Sir, Comm channels with the away team are functioning normally.

CSO_Trelan says:
@CO: Nevermind, ma'am. I was just going to say that Sir Leondegrance here mentioned someone named Merlin.

CNS_Becca says:
XO: Thank you Sir.  ::takes a seat. and sits thinking  watching everything go on and listening::

XO_Kelson says:
OPS: Keep a lock on the away team for us when you get settled.

CEO_McGregor says:
@Self: Odd the power cells of this equipment has been drained,as if dead for years

CO-Royce says:
@:: smiles ::   CSO:  thank you, any sign of the other survivors?

OPS_Brehgorn says:
XO: Aye, sir.  Coordinates locked.

CSO_Trelan says:
@ :: steps closer to the CO, whispering ::

CEO_McGregor says:
@:: Looks around to find the captain

CSO_Trelan says:
CO: I have identified at least 7 or 8 officers of the missing vessel.

Host Gawaine says:
::waits, appearing impatient::  Royce: Can you help our king?

XO_Kelson says:
CNS::turns to CNS::It's been awhile since that chair was filled.  We need a good Counselor.

CO-Royce says:
@yes, please place him on the bed

TO_Todd says:
:: the door to the TL open.  look out on to the bridge and walks on to the bridge::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::monitors sensor array in the absence of an SO::

Host Gawaine says:
ACTION: The king's health is deteriorating rapidly.

CNS_Becca says:
::thank you Sir:: this is my first  Ship as the CNS::

XO_Kelson says:
::turns to see who enters the bridge::

CTO_Wakefield says:
@Gawaine:  Perhaps if you wait outside.  The Lady Royce needs privacy to work properly.

XO_Kelson says:
::rises to meet the new TO::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::notices the Ensign enter the bridge::

CEO_McGregor says:
@:: Enters the kings chambers::

CO-Royce says:
@Gawaine:  please have a guard posted to the entrance of the kings chambers...no one comes in without my consent

TO_Todd says:
XO: ENS Todd Booker  reporting for sir!

TO_Todd says:
<duty>

XO_Kelson says:
TO: At ease, Ensign.  Welcome aboard. ::offers hand to shake::

CO-Royce says:
@:: looks to the others, whispering ::    CTO/CSO:  I've got to get him back to the ship...Dathan, stand at the door,  Dru, see if you can round up the survivors

Host Gawaine says:
::nods, although unwilling to leave him:: Royce: As you say, lady.

TO_Todd says:
:: take the offer ::

CSO_Trelan says:
@CO: Aye. :: walks from the room and heads for the main hall.

CSO_Trelan says:
< :: >

Host Gawaine says:
::moves into the hall::

CEO_McGregor says:
@CO: The equipment I found ,The power cells have been drained as if they have been dead for years

CTO_Wakefield says:
@CO:  Aye.  ::escorts Gawaine out of the room and heads into the great Hall::

CNS_Becca says:
::sits and observing what is going on all around me::

CEO_McGregor says:
@CO: That may be the problem with the king here

CO-Royce says:
@*CO*:  Sam, two to beam directly to sickbay

TO_Todd says:
XO: ty sir! what do you need me to do sir!

XO_Kelson says:
TO: You have some company also joining our "merry band".  Our new Counselor...::motions to CNS:: and our new Operations Officer::motions to OPS:: As soon as you are ready, take over Tactical.

CSO_Trelan says:
@ :: notices a large crowd gathering in the center of the room ::

XO_Kelson says:
*CO*Aye, Captain.

CNS_Becca says:
TO:  Hello, and nice to meet you ....

OPS_Brehgorn says:
XO: Shall I beam them aboard, sir?

CTO_Wakefield says:
@::follows Dru::

CSO_Trelan says:
@:: walks through the crowd, noticing a figure clad in bright armor ::

XO_Kelson says:
OPS: Yes, Brehgorn.  Make it so.

TO_Todd says:
XO: yes sir!  CNS: nice to meet you to!

OPS_Brehgorn says:
*SB*  Medical crew, prepare for visitors::beams the infirmed directly to sick bay::

CSO_Trelan says:
@ :: turns to face the CTO :: CTO: Dathan, I think I recognize that knight....

Host Gawaine says:
ACTION: Once the king has been beamed out, the environment- and atmosphere- vanishes.

CTO_Wakefield says:
@::realizes there is no air::

CEO_McGregor says:
@:: Gathers the Vulcan equipment to return to the ship::

CO-Royce says:
:: moves to the biobed, taking readings  ::   Aola:  bring me a cortical stimulator

CSO_Trelan says:
@:: notices the sudden disappearance of the surroundings, and air ::

XO_Kelson says:
OPS: Any problems with the away team?

Host Gawaine says:
ACTION: Everyone except the away team and missing Vulcans has vanished.

TO_Todd says:
:: walks to TAC 1 ::

CO-Royce says:
:: places cortical stimulator on head ::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
XO: Stand by, Commander

Amadeus is now known as Azriel.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::beams AT directly to bridge::

CTO_Wakefield says:
@::links tricorder to the Vesuvius, sends emergency message to the bridge for meab out::

CSO_Trelan says:
@@ :: reaches for commbadge :: *Vesuvius* Emergency beam out. NOW!

OPS_Brehgorn says:
XO: Sir, they ran out of atmosphere.

XO_Kelson says:
::sees bridge fill with away team::

CTO_Wakefield says:
::materializes oin the bridge:;

CO-Royce says:
Aola:  exocalpel

CTO_Wakefield says:
XO:  That was fast.

CTO_Wakefield says:
::looks at tricorder confused::

CO-Royce says:
:: begins to cut carefully at the skin on the scalp::

CEO_McGregor says:
CTO: What in the name of Nessie happened

XO_Kelson says:
CO: Welcome back, Captain.  Any problems? ::wry smile:

CTO_Wakefield says:
XO:  Sam, did you get the Vulcans too?

CNS_Becca says:
::walks over to the CTO, You alright?

CSO_Trelan says:
:: wipes brow :: CTO: That was close. :: reaches for throat ::

TO_Todd says:
:: look up to see the AT::

CO-Royce says:
Aola:  start a Plasma Infustion unit

XO_Kelson says:
OPS: How about those Vulcans?

CSO_Trelan says:
:: steps quickly to the science station and downloads tricorder information ::

Host Gawaine says:
ACTION: The Vulcans collapse on the floor.

CO-Royce says:
Aola:  laser

Gawaine is now known as Tiffany.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
XO:  I beamed the Captain and the vulcans to th SB, sir.

CEO_McGregor says:
:: Walks up to the Engineering 1 console::

XO_Kelson says:
*Medical*Medical emergency on the bridge.

CSO_Trelan says:
:: begins to anylize data ::

XO_Kelson says:
OPS: Thank you, Brehgorn.

CO-Royce says:
:: opens a little hole into the skull to relieve the building pressure ::

TO_Todd says:
:: look down at tac 1 ::

CO-Royce says:
:: looks to bio readings ::

XO_Kelson says:
*Medical*Belay the order.

CO-Royce says:
:: bio readings beginning to fall to normal parameters ::

CTO_Wakefield says:
XO:  Sam, I'm going to go to sickbay to help our guests.

Host Tiffany says:
<Vulcan scientist>:: wakes up in sickbay::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
*CO* Do you require assistance in SB?

CTO_Wakefield says:
::walks towards turbolift::

CNS_Becca says:
XO: Anything you would like me to do Sir?

XO_Kelson says:
CTO: Right.

Host Tiffany says:
<Vulcan scientist>::start to sit up::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
XO: I suggest that the CNS go to SB to aid with the wounded.

CO-Royce says:
Vulcan Scientist:   do not move, Captain...you're on the Federation Starship USS Vesuvius

CTO_Wakefield says:
XO/CNS:  Actually a Counselor might be useful.

XO_Kelson says:
CNS: Have any physical medical experience?

CNS_Becca says:
just a little Sir

CO-Royce says:
Vultcan Scientist:  and you've just undergone surgery

CO-Royce says:
Vulcan:  can you tell me a little about what happened?

CTO_Wakefield says:
CNS:  Come along then Counselor.  ::enters turbolift and holds the door::

XO_Kelson says:
CNS: Join Mr. Wakefield then.  Thank you.

CNS_Becca says:
::follows Mr Wakefield to the Turbolift::

CSO_Trelan says:
:: begins recieving data ::

CNS_Becca says:
Thank you CTO..::smiles::

CTO_Wakefield says:
Turbolift:  Sickbay.

CO-Royce says:
:: moves to others in sickbay ::

Host Tiffany says:
::blinks, still looking very weak:: Royce: Doctor, I owe you my life. Where is my crew? ::trying to look around sickbay::

CTO_Wakefield says:
::nods to CNS::

XO_Kelson says:
TO: Any unfriendlies in the area, Ensign?

CO-Royce says:
Vulcan:  they are here in sickbay.  How many in your crew?

TO_Todd says:
XO: not that I can see sir!

CTO_Wakefield says:
::arrives on deck 8, heads for sickbay with CNS::

CTO_Wakefield says:
<deck 12>

Host Tiffany says:
ACTION: The surrounding space is peaceful.

XO_Kelson says:
TO: Thank you, Ensign. ::smiles at enthusiasm::

CSO_Trelan says:
XO: Sir, recieving analysis of data gathered on the planet.

CNS_Becca says:
::walks with the CTO to sickbay::

CTO_Wakefield says:
::enters sickbay::  CO:  Captain, anything we can do to help?  ::while motioning to the new CNS::

XO_Kelson says:
CSO: What do you have, Trelan?

CO-Royce says:
:: looks around, not sure, ask Dr. Aola ::

CSO_Trelan says:
:: coughs a little, trying to get more air into lungs ::

CNS_Becca says:
::smiles::I am the new CNS on your Ship...... Ma'am

OPS_Brehgorn says:
CSO: Are you alright, Ensign?

Azriel (Amadeus@actdnet-8673.nctc.com) has left the conversation.

CO-Royce says:
:: smiles back::   CNS:  nice to meet you, sorry for the quick pleasentries

CTO_Wakefield says:
::speaks with Doctor Aola and helps with hypsprays and other minor stuff::

CSO_Trelan says:
XO: It appears the enviroment was a construct based on thought patterns in the Vuln CO's mind.

CTO_Wakefield says:
<hyposprays::

CEO_McGregor says:
::Locks off Engineering 1 and heads for the TL for ME::

CNS_Becca says:
Nice to meet you as well,  and that is quite alright::

CO-Royce says:
:: moves back to the Vulcan Captain ::

XO_Kelson says:
CSO: So when he left...so did the atmosphere.  Wow...no wonder it was taking so much of a toll on him.

CSO_Trelan says:
There was a similar incedent encountered by the Enterprise-D under Captain Picard.

CEO_McGregor says:
::Enters TL:: Main Engineering

Host Tiffany says:
Royce: I was reading....::pauses:: a book by Mark Twain just before we crashed.

CSO_Trelan says:
OPS: Yes, thanks. I'll be OK.

TO_Todd says:
:: looks at the ship tac readings::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::at a loss, calls up data about "Vuln"::

CNS_Becca says:
::walks over and watches the CO and the Vulcon Cap.

Host Tiffany says:
<Vulcan Captain> I woke to find us in Camelot....I was crowned king, but something was horribly wrong.

CTO_Wakefield says:
::hears then Vulcan spek  Vulcan:  Let me guess, A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court?

CO-Royce says:
Vulcan Scientist:  I see...no wonder the Camelot atmosphere

CSO_Trelan says:
<Vulcan>

CO-Royce says:
Vulcan Captain:  where you able to surmise what was wrong?

CEO_McGregor says:
:: Exits TL in Main Engineering::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
<delete last line>

CO-Royce says:
:: looks to Dr. Aola:   Aola:  count?

Host Tiffany says:
<Vulcan> Royce: Yes....I was not a king, and yet this was all as I had read it.

CO-Royce says:
:: moves to CO, whispers, seven ::

CSO_Trelan says:
XO: It appears to be a random phenomon called "psymoon" acording to the data base.

XO_Kelson says:
CSO: Any effect on the ship by the Vulcan's "psymoom"?

CO-Royce says:
Vulcan Scientist:  I see.  Well, you are safe now.  How many crew did you have on your ship?

OPS_Brehgorn says:
Self: fascinating ::calls up data on the psymoon phenomenon;:

Host Tiffany says:
ACTION: Engineering begins getting readings indicating that there are problems with the EPS conduits.

TO_Todd says:
:: walks over to tac 2 and does some work::

CEO_McGregor says:
:: Begins examining the Vulcan Equipment from the Planet surface::

CSO_Trelan says:
XO: It is something that happens when a planet or atmosphere takes on the characteristics of a crashlander's phsyche.

CSO_Trelan says:
:: scans ::

XO_Kelson says:
<psymoon>

CSO_Trelan says:
XO: No, sir.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
*CEO* Are you getting those readings?

CEO_McGregor says:
:: Hears alarm sound on main console::

CEO_McGregor says:
*OPS* Aye checking on them now

CO-Royce says:
Vulcan Scientist:  try and get some rest, sir

TO_Todd says:
<:: walks over to tac 2 and does some work::>

CEO_McGregor says:
*OPS* We're having a power surge through conduits ep 1 and 2

Host Tiffany says:
<Vulcan>::lays back, and relaxes::

CEO_McGregor says:
*OPS* Rerouting excess power through the relays

CTO_Wakefield says:
::walks over to Xen::  CO:  What's the scoop Cap?

CO-Royce says:
*XO*:  Sam, anything to report?

OPS_Brehgorn says:
*CEO* I'll try and rerout power to redundant conduits.

CNS_Becca says:
CO: he will be alright ...

XO_Kelson says:
OPS: Anything I need to know about, Brehgorn?

CO-Royce says:
CTO:  he was reading something about Camelot...  :: looks a bit confused ::

CO-Royce says:
CTO:  then found himself on the moon's surface

XO_Kelson says:
*CO*Everything is fine up here.  How is our guest?

OPS_Brehgorn says:
XO: Sir, we're having problems with the EPS conduits...I'm, attempting to reroute power.

CEO_McGregor says:
*OPS* Take it easy those systems are low power only ,no more than 20 %

Host Tiffany says:
ACTION: Environmental systems are also starting to go offline.

CO-Royce says:
*CO*:  recovering...thank you, Sam, Royce out.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
*CEO* Understood.

XO_Kelson says:
OPS: Keep me informed.

CTO_Wakefield says:
CO:He said something about Twain, he was probably reading "A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court.  That wouls certainly explain what we saw down there.

CNS_Becca says:
CO: he might have been knocked out. and that is what he remembers. Ma'am.

CTO_Wakefield says:
<would>

CO-Royce says:
:: looks around, all looks good ::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
XO: Sir, Life support is failing slowly, as well...attempting to compensate.

CSO_Trelan says:
:: checks further data ::

CSO_Trelan says:
XO: I have something else.

CO-Royce says:
Aola:  she's all yours now...I'm headed back to the bridge

CEO_McGregor says:
Computer: Stabilize environmental systems

CO-Royce says:
:: leaves sickbay heading towards the turbolift ::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::tries to coordinate power to compensate for environmental systems.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
;:

XO_Kelson says:
OPS: Shut down all non-essential areas to relieve stress on the system.

CO-Royce says:
:: enters turbolift:   Computer:  bridge

CSO_Trelan says:
XO: It appears that a Psymoon is a living entity...:: awed ::

CTO_Wakefield says:
::accompanies CO to the bridge::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
XO: Aye, sir.

John_Sea (JohnM@host.acalltoduty.com) has joined the conversation.

CEO_McGregor says:
*OPS* Can you handle the Environmental control I'll take the EPS

CO-Royce says:
:: exits turbolift ::

XO_Kelson says:
CSO: And where is this entity now?

TO_Todd says:
XO: take the power from the weapon sir!

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::shuts down all non-essential system and concentrates power on environmental systems::

CNS_Becca says:
::goes back to bridge:::

CO-Royce says:
XO:  status report

OPS_Brehgorn says:
*CEO* acknowledged.

XO_Kelson says:
TO: Thank you, Ensign.

CSO_Trelan says:
XO: Data is a little fuzzy, but research shows it hates to be lonely, causing ships to loose power and crash.

CEO_McGregor says:
:: Heads to the EPS main Relay room::

CSO_Trelan says:
:: scanning area ::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
CSO: Try and scan to see if any external forces are causing the ship malfunctions.

CTO_Wakefield says:
::enters bridge, walks over to tactical::  TO:  Welcome aboard.  ::offering hand::  TO: I'm Dathan Wakefield, the Chief Tactical Officer.

TO_Todd says:
*CEO*: do you need ex hepl !

XO_Kelson says:
CO: Ma'am, we have a slight glitch in some of the EPS conduits and it is starting to effect environmental control.

CEO_McGregor says:
*OPS* I'm on my way to the Main EPS Relay room now,Monitor the readings while I make some adjustments

CO-Royce says:
FCO:  set course for Starbase 345, warp 5

XO_Kelson says:
CO: Brehgorn and McGregor are working on it.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
*CEO* Acknowledged.

CNS_Becca says:
::sits down and watches.  CO:  Any thing i can do ? Ma'am

CEO_McGregor says:
*TO* Aye meet me in the Main EPS relay room

XO_Kelson says:
CEO: Are the engines being affected?

XO_Kelson says:
<*CEO*>

Host Tiffany says:
<Hei Yu>::sets course:: Royce: Course laid in, captain.

TO_Todd says:
CTO: Ty sorry i got to go *CEO*:on my way

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::alerts non-essential personnel to enter Deck 12, and focuses life support on that deck::

CTO_Wakefield says:
TO:  Go.  GO.  We'll meet later.

CEO_McGregor says:
*XO* Not as of yet sir,However I would remain at Impulse until we settle down

CSO_Trelan says:
XO: Sir, not getting any readings. It isn't clear how it does it.

CO-Royce says:
FCO:  Engage

CTO_Wakefield says:
::takes tactical and updates himself on the situation::

TO_Todd says:
:: walks to the TL :: TL: Main EPS relay room!

XO_Kelson says:
CO: Captain...CEO says to stay at impulse for now.

CSO_Trelan says:
:: raises his voice more than expexted :: XO: Sir!

Host Tiffany says:
<Hei Yu> ::engages engines::

Host Tiffany says:
<Hei Yu>::at impulse::

CO-Royce says:
XO:  fine    FCO:  go at impulse, then

XO_Kelson says:
CSO: Yes, Trelan.  What is it?

OPS_Brehgorn says:
XO: Sir, I have ordered non-essential personnel to Deck 12 and concentrated environmental systems onto that deck...that should buy us some time until we get a lock on this thing.

CEO_McGregor says:
Computer: Cut main warp engines

CSO_Trelan says:
XO: It's the moon! That's the entity! Getting feedback from the scanners!

TO_Todd says:
:: walks out of TL and to Main EPS relay room::

CEO_McGregor says:
*XO* Cut those warp engines sir

CO-Royce says:
:: looks over to SCO ::

XO_Kelson says:
OPS: Thank you, Brehgorn.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::calls up visual of the moon after hearing the CSO::

CTO_Wakefield says:
::looks over at CSO's station::

CEO_McGregor says:
:: See's relays starting to sizzle ::

TO_Todd says:
:: see the Main EPS relay room:: CEO: are you in there

CSO_Trelan says:
:: puts all scanners to focus on the moon ::

XO_Kelson says:
FCO: Cut engines and slow to impulse.

CEO_McGregor says:
TO: Watch out we're sizzling in here

CNS_Becca says:
XO:  Anything for me to do Sir?

XO_Kelson says:
CSO: You mean the entire moon an entity?

TO_Todd says:
CEO: got it, what do you need!

OPS_Brehgorn says:
XO: Sir...I suggest we either try to communicate with the entity, run away, ot take more...drastic action.

CEO_McGregor says:
:: Pulls 2 isolinear chips from relay eps 12::

XO_Kelson says:
CNS: Not at this moment, Counselor.  Thank you.

CSO_Trelan says:
XO: Getting lifesigns. A power emmision resembling a heartbeat, tunnels running throughout the planet, just as viens run through our body.

CEO_McGregor says:
*XO* We have some relay damage down here sir

CNS_Becca says:
::sits and watches with a worried look on her face::

CTO_Wakefield says:
CSO:  Anything we can disrupt?

XO_Kelson says:
OPS: Has it made any threats toward the ship?

CEO_McGregor says:
*XO*BHappened when the warp engines were engaged,Overloaded the EPS grid

XO_Kelson says:
*CEO* Get on repairs then...

OPS_Brehgorn says:
XO: I have recieved no intelligible communication, but I believe the entity is repsponisble for environmental failures.

TO_Todd says:
:: looks at the CEO::

CEO_McGregor says:
*XO* Already on it sir

CSO_Trelan says:
CTO: I'm not sure. I've never seen this kind of signature before. I'll have to adapt the forward sensor array, but it's possible.

XO_Kelson says:
*CEO*And let me know the timeframe for repairs.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
XO: Shall I attempt to communicate?

CTO_Wakefield says:
CSO:  Whatabout a central chamber.  You said you found veins and a heartbeat.  What about a heart?

CEO_McGregor says:
*XO* Give me a few minutes sir

CSO_Trelan says:
CTO: Checking.....

XO_Kelson says:
OPS: If you see a way to say "howdy" then by all means do it. ::smiles::

Host Tiffany says:
ACTION: Suddenly the systems stabilize, now that the Vesuvius has some distance from the psymoon.

XO_Kelson says:
FCO: Back us away, Ensign.  Nice and slow.

CEO_McGregor says:
TO: See those 2 cables over there on that bulkhead

CNS_Becca says:
::relaxes some::

CSO_Trelan says:
CTO/XO/CO: Reading a lrge cavern, approximately two thousand kilometers below the northern continent.

XO_Kelson says:
::perfect::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
XO:  Systems have stabilized, shall I stiull attemot to communicate?

CSO_Trelan says:
<large>

CO-Royce says:
XO:  please make a ship-wide announcement to have all officers meet in the observation lounge

TO_Todd says:
CEO: yes

CO-Royce says:
:: moves to the Captain's ready room ::

XO_Kelson says:
CO: Aye, aye, Ma'am.

CTO_Wakefield says:
CSO:  What kind of material, iron?  Nickel?

TO_Todd says:
: walk over to the bulkhead::

CO-Royce says:
:: enters Ready Room and goes to her desk ::

CO-Royce says:
:: spies the red velvet covered box ::

XO_Kelson says:
OPS: It's always good to try to make contact with a new entity.

CSO_Trelan says:
CTO: It appears to be sorrounded by a strange type of....damping field.

CTO_Wakefield says:
::sees systems calming down all over the ship::

XO_Kelson says:
OPS: See what you can do.

Host Tiffany says:
ACTION: The psymoon does not respond.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
XO: Aye, sir.  ::opens a comm channel directed at the moon, and sends a greeting message in all known languages::

CTO_Wakefield says:
CSO:  you mean like shields?

CO-Royce says:
:: opens it, viewing the contents, smiling, remembering ::

CSO_Trelan says:
:: pulls up data ::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
XO: No respomse sir...I'll keep my eyes open.

John_Sea (JohnM@host.acalltoduty.com) has left the conversation.

XO_Kelson says:
CSO: What's the status of the moon, Ensign?

CEO_McGregor says:
TO: pull the bottom one from the disconnect and reconnect it to the socket near the deck

XO_Kelson says:
OPS: Thank you, Brehgorn.

CSO_Trelan says:
XO: iT APPEARS TO BE REMAINING ON THE AXIS OF THE OTHER PLANETS.

TO_Todd says:
:: pull the bottom  one from the disconnect and reconnect it to the socket near the deck

TO_Todd says:
::

Host Tiffany says:
ACTION: A ship wide hail goes out for the senior officers to gather in the observation lounge.

XO_Kelson says:
CSO: Keep an eye on it, Ensign.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::heads toward the observation lounge::

CEO_McGregor says:
*OPS* That should do it how does the EPS read on your console

CSO_Trelan says:
XO: Aye, sir.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::enters the lounge and takes a seat, looking out into space::

CO-Royce says:
:: closes the box, takes a deep breath, and leaves the Ready Room ::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
*CEO* EPS read normal.

CEO_McGregor says:
*XO* Repairs complete sir

CTO_Wakefield says:
XO:  i suggest we drop a warning buoy, we don't want anyone else getting caught up in that thing.

CEO_McGregor says:
TO: Lets head for the observation lounge

CO-Royce says:
ACTION:  The room is decorated...food and drink are available on the table

XO_Kelson says:
*CEO* Good work, McGregor.  Report to the observation lounge.

CNS_Becca says:
::walks to the ready room::

CEO_McGregor says:
*XO* We're on our way

TO_Todd says:
CEO: let go!  :: start to the observation lounge!

CSO_Trelan says:
:: turns SCI I over to SO Maj and heads to the observation lounge ::

CEO_McGregor says:
TO: You coming Laddie

TomG- (TomG@actdnet-53206.mobile1.al.home.com) has joined the conversation.

XO_Kelson says:
CTO: I'll pass it along to the Captain for her approval.

CO-Royce says:
:: walks to the observation lounge::

CNS_Becca says:
::Sits down in the lounge::

CTO_Wakefield says:
::nods to tactical officer standing by to take his station, then heads for the observation lounge::

CTO_Wakefield says:
XO:  aye.

CO-Royce says:
:: stops then enters, the lounge ::

CSO_Trelan says:
:: steps in to see the captain and new crew members ::

CEO_McGregor says:
:: Walks into the Observation lounge with the TO::

CO-Royce says:
:: looks around ::   all:  looks like everyone is here...

CTO_Wakefield says:
::enters lounge and see all the stuff::  Self:  Wow, a banquet for our new officers?

XO_Kelson says:
::turns conn over to highest ranking officer and heads for observation lounge::

TO_Todd says:
CEO: i'm todd booker

CO-Royce says:
Crew:  Thank you for coming.  Please, have a seat during my brief announcements

XO_Kelson says:
::enters observation lounge::

CEO_McGregor says:
:: Wonders if there is any 100 year old Scotch::

CTO_Wakefield says:
::sees Sam enter::

CSO_Trelan says:
:: takes a seat next to the CTO ::

XO_Kelson says:
::hates being late to meetings::

CO-Royce says:
I would like to begin by welcoming our newest members to our gallant crew.  

Would Hrothgar Brehgorn please stand?

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::stand at attention::

XO_Kelson says:
::takes seat to right of Captain::

CO-Royce says:
Kujo, as he likes to be called, comes to us from Kooteani station where he served as their Science Officer.  Prior to that, he served as Operations Officer, and Tactical Officer on the USS Triton.  He is our new Operations Officer.

Thank you, Kujo.

TO_Todd says:
:: sit next to the CNS::

CO-Royce says:
Would Todd Booker please stand?

Todd comes to us as our new Tactical Operations person.  He comes to us with quite a bit of experience in this field.  He was the Tactical Officer to the USS Cherokee and USS Claymore, before moving to the Vesuvius

TO_Todd says:
:: get up ::

CSO_Trelan says:
:: shakes head slightly ::

CO-Royce says:
Thank you, Todd.

Would Richard Lance McGregor please stand?

CEO_McGregor says:
:: Stands::

CO-Royce says:
Richard is our new Chief Engineer.  He comes to us highly recommended by several distinguished persons.  Welcome to the Vesuvius, Lance.

TO_Todd says:
:: sit back down:;

CEO_McGregor says:
:: Nods::

CO-Royce says:
Thank you, Lance.

And lastly, would Becca Shirley please stand.

CNS_Becca says:
::stands up but with a little limp on hurt foot ::  tries not to stumble on the TO..

CO-Royce says:
Becca comes to us from the USS Comanche were she served as Operations and Engineering Officer.  Prior to that, she was a Civilian on the IKS Qlb.  She will serve the Vesuvius in the capacity of Counselor.    :: Looks to Becca ::  I expect your job to be very busy, as we have not had a Counselor on board for quite a while.  :: smiles ::

Thank you

CO-Royce says:
:: Looks around the room a moment ::

CO-Royce says:
Now, to other matters…

CNS_Becca says:
Thank you Maam

CSO_Trelan says:
:: pokes Dathan in the ribs with elbow,whispering :: CTO: Someone to keep you sane. :: snickers ::

CO-Royce says:
Would Mr. Trelan and Mr. Wakefield please stand?

CSO_Trelan says:
:: stands slowly, unsure what is happening ::

CTO_Wakefield says:
::looks to CSO::  CSO:  You got us in trouble again Dru?  ::stands::

CSO_Trelan says:
:: shrugs ::

CO-Royce says:
I have had the honor of working with these two men over the last few months.  Dathan's knowledge of battle techniques, hand-to-hand combat and weaponry is unmatched, as far as I'm concerned, to no other.  He is an exemplary Starfleet Officer, and I am honored to call him friend.

CTO_Wakefield says:
::stragintens uniform tunic and sash::

CO-Royce says:
:: Looks over to Dru ::

CO-Royce says:
Mr. Trelan is quite the Chief Science Officer.  He comes up with ideas and possibilities that astound me.  He is a strong, but humble department head, and I've heard nothing but great things from his crew.  He too is an exemplary Starfleet Officer and a gentleman.  I am honored to call him friend.

CO-Royce says:
Would the two of you, please come front and center?

CTO_Wakefield says:
::waits for Dru to go first, then follows suite::

CSO_Trelan says:
:: steps behind chair and walkes to CO ::

CTO_Wakefield says:
::stands at rigid attention::

CO-Royce says:
:: Looks to the box she is holding waiting for them to arrive.  When they arrive, she opens the box, removing one of its contents.  Turning to first Dathan, ::

CO-Royce says:
Gentlemen, it is my pleasure to promote you to the rank and privilege of Lieutenants, junior grade.  :: pins the pip to Dathan's collar, turns to retrieve the second pip from the box and pins that one on Dru ::    Congratulations.    ::hugs Dathan and Dru respectfully ::

XO_Kelson says:
::thinks it is about time for these two::

CO-Royce says:
:: smiles to the rest of the crew ::    Now, we have a party to enjoy.

CSO_Trelan says:
:: stands straight ::

CTO_Wakefield says:
::looks over at Dru::  CSO:  Cangrats Lieutenant.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
COngratulations and welcome to the lietenancy, gentlemen ::applauds::

TO_Todd says:
:: get up ::

CSO_Trelan says:
:: smiles to CTO ::

CTO_Wakefield says:
CO:  Thank you Captain.

CSO_Trelan says:
CTO: Thakn you. You too, Lieutenant.

TO_Todd says:
CTO/CSO:way to go

XO_Kelson says:
CSO/CTO: Congratulations, Gentlemen.  Long time in coming.

CTO_Wakefield says:
CSO:  And you Lieutenant.

CNS_Becca says:
CTO/CSO   Congradulations

CSO_Trelan says:
XO: Thank you, sir.

CTO_Wakefield says:
XO:  Thanks Sam.

CEO_McGregor says:
CTO/CSO : Congradulations

Host Tiffany says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CEO_McGregor (RickalJare@actdnet-22720.ipt.aol.com) has left the conversation.

OPS_Brehgorn (metallives@actdnet-24187.ipt.aol.com) has left the conversation.

CO-Royce (TO_Booker@63.117.146.actdnet-53752) has left the conversation.

